An iterative procedure is presented for determining near optimal production schedule in the single-machine multi-product lot• sizing problem. The approach does not require equal lot sizes, and based on finding a feasible solution (lower bound).
INTRODUCTION
The classical problem of scheduling lot sizes for n products bn one machine is treated by many contributers considering •equal lot sizes (see,e.g., C11 , [3] , [7] and [9] ). The equal lot sizes restriction provides a possibility of designing systematic procedures for achieving the optimum of a restricted :version of the original problem (see [5] ). But the original • 'problem has not been solved and there is no available procedure for achieving the "true optimum".
.The main contribution of this paper is to indicate that the :optimum solut-on does not require equal lot sizes.
REFORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
Standard assumptions are made with regard to demand and production characteristics (see [11 ) and the following notation is assumed. i = product designation ( i= 1,2,3, ,n) A = setup cost per production lot h = unit inventory holding cost per unit time * Lecturer,Dpt.of Production Engineering,Helwan University, Cairo,Egypt.
L.
ORA-14 :which immediately yields that the min-cost cycle is given by
corresponding to the minimum cost C .
* Evidently,the total cost, given by EC is a lower bound on : the optimal value of any feasible solution.
We refer to this solution as the Independent solution (IS).
!Let T, be the (unknown)total production cycle which repeats over time I In the ISP roduct i is, produced 0 times per T t * (ie,Tt= k. T ),If k i is restricted to the nearest integer or: even number,for feasibility considerations, and product i is produced in equal cycles every T t (i.e., T t=kiT i) then, the corresponding average cost per unit time is given by
For escaping from infeasibility, if there is, product i can be preoduced in ki unequal cycles per T t
in this case the average cost per unti time is given by j=ki 2 j)
In the following we are going to explore some rules for guiding the trials of achieving a production schedule with associated low cost, as near as possible to the lower bound solution.
(1) If one increases the min-cost cycle by X days then, the : Deviation Factor (DF) No systeimatic manner for applying this step and msut be app-' lied by a knowledgeable person because the problem is data : dependent and some judgement is required. For all the judged ' schedules and sequences the final refree is the cost indicatof.
TWO EXAMPLES : Applying the proposed procedure to two published problems had 'achieved lower cost than that reached by the published proced-' . ures.The two exaples wre taken from rl] and [12j . The dataaf the problem are given in [12] . The resultant solution is summarized in Table 1 , and illustrated by Fig. 1 . A comparative results are shown in Table 2 . 
E3 Idle
Producing of product i The data of Bomberger's problem are given in many sources :(e.g, [1] and [9] ) .The proposed approach is applied to the probelm (with factor 0( =4). The resultant schedule is shown in F.ig.2 and the corresponding solution is summarized in ' Table 3 . 
